IVI Enterprise Innovation & Agility
Introduction and overview

Enterprise Innovation & Agility
What is it?
IVI's Enterprise Innovation & Agility is an integrated capability supporting the cultural, structural,
and practical changes needed to transform to a more agile and innovative organization.
Enterprise Innovation & Agility draws on IT-CMF capabilities focused on innovation
management, change, user experience (UX), relationship management, and value
management.
This focuses an organization's effort on:
• Developing a culture of innovation and agility
• Innovation and agility leadership
• Implementing structures and supports to encourage experimentation and manage risk
• Enabling collaboration and knowledge sharing through formal and informal networks

• Developing team agility, creativity, user and value orientation
• Embedding and accelerating innovation outcomes
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Enterprise Innovation & Agility and IT-CMF
Foundational Capabilities
•
•
•
•
•

Secondary Capabilities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Innovation Management
User Experience
Organizational Change Management
Relationship Management
Benefits Assessment & Realization

Innovation
& Agility

Leadership
Governance
Funding & Financing
Organizational Planning & Design
Portfolio Management
Project Development

Academic & Practitioner
Literature
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open Innovation
Disruptive Innovation
Innovation Value Chain
Diffusion of Innovation
Innovation Culture
Innovation Management

Draws on capabilities across the framework
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Three layers to build towards enterprise-wide innovation capability…

Results of innovation
activities

Practices and activities that
directly contribute to
innovation in an
organisation

reinforce
/change

Strategic, cultural, and
infrastructural supports
necessary to enable and
facilitate innovation
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Enterprise-wide Innovation & Agility
Enabling Environment

Innovation Activities

Innovation Outcomes

Vision &
Alignment

Culture

Networks

Ideation

Conversion

Diffusion

Realise
Benefits

Vision

Management
Leadership

Team Formation

Innovation
Approaches

Portfolio
Management

Communicate
Value

Measure Impact

Innovation
Strategy

Acceptance of
Risk Taking

Collaboration

Discovery

Project
Development

Scaling

Reflection &
Learning

Innovation
Governance

Skills
Development

Network
Development

Prototyping

Funding &
Resource
Allocation

Performance
Management

Alterative
Structures &
Supports

Rewards &
Recognition

Supporting and enabling innovation

Embedding
Innovation

Evaluation

Building the innovation ‘engine’

Delivering results
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Interactive Innovation Workshops
Topic

Enabling Environment

Innovation Activities

Innovation Outcomes

Facilitator

Sinéad Murnane

Louise Veling

Hugo de Sousa

Venue

Room 10

Room 11

Room 12

Outline

This workshop will focus on how
organisations can foster and
encourage an environment that
enables and supports innovation.

This workshop will focus on the
‘Ideation’ pillar of ‘Innovation
Activities’ in the Enterprise
Innovation & Agility framework.

This workshop will explore how
organisations can leverage the
success and learnings from
innovation in the longer term.

What challenges do organisations
face and what practical measures
can be put in place to help
develop an innovative culture?

It is a fast-paced, light-touch and
action-oriented introduction to
Design Thinking, which will touch
on topics such as customer
feedback, collaboration,
qualitative methods, rapid
prototyping, and evaluation.

What do organisations need to
build and embed a sustainable
approach to innovation? How do
organisations define and measure
innovative success?

Spaces in each workshop are limited.
Please use the sign-up sheets posted at the Registration Desk to select your workshop.
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‘Enabling Environment’

Fostering an innovative organisational culture

